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Hash Run No. 1944 … 
 

Well, do you ever ponder on life’s little complexities? For instance, on a Monday night 

do you ever wonder why TVH3 has a Hash Mag and what the purpose is behind each 

weekly edition? Well, now I have a little more time on my hands, I’ve been doing some 

serious thinking about this important question and have come to the following 

conclusions: 

 

1. Some Hashers just look at the top of the Hash Mag to remind themselves of 

who is actually in charge and who is in their merry band of followers, often 

called the Committee.  

2. Others also look towards the top of the Mag to see where the next Hash and 

On Down are and to check that they’re not scribing or setting the actual Hash.  

3. Some Hashers do continue to read on to discover what went on during the Hash 

run itself. In fact, I am pleased to report that after discussions with Hashers, 

the majority felt that Tampax and Gnasher’s standards had certainly risen 

when it came to setting the Hash; especially as they had received the Plank of 

the Week award two years ago. It’s good to know that these fine Hares were 

taking their responsibilities more seriously with Tampax really getting stuck 

into things and Gnashers doing what she knows best and leading the men on. 

Glani, who takes the welfare of all Hashers very seriously, was delighted that 

everyone was tucked up nicely in the pub by 8.30pm. This included Grandpa 
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who, when faced with the big hill up to the pub, went all pathetic on Tampax 

and ended up scrounging a lift back to the Who’d Have Thought It in the car, 

his excuse was that he’d had enough of the trots from earlier in the week. 

Whilst running, Dodo became rather excited by Well Laid’s shorts as for some 

reason they looked like a mini skirt from behind. The answer to this Dodo, as 

too much excitement is bad for a man of your age, is to run faster so that you 

are in front next time.  

4. Some Hashers scan through to find out what our illustrious GM had to say 

during the Hash Hush. Sadly, Raunchy was tucked up in bed with a migraine so 

couldn’t be with us (not sure who Migraine is but we may meet him some time) 

but Spike stepped up to the mark and wittered on about very little except the 

Quiz, very important, and Angus’ memorial lunch, also very important to those 

who knew him.  

5. And finally, and probably most importantly, Hashers like to read about the 

exciting things that their fellow peers get up to in their daily lives. Scribes 

also like to dig deep, and part of their job is to find out as much as possible. 

Did you know that Buffy and Can’t Remember are Peeping Toms? Don’t believe 

what they tell you about looking for Andromeda in the dark lanes of St. 

Dominick with a pair of binoculars as in fact, these had SAS-type night vision 

and it’s amazing what the ladies could see across the fields and into the local 

houses.                                                                                                                  

Well done to Wobbly Knob and his little one, Hob Knob, who competed in the 

OM and to Pony, Whinge, Aimless and H3. A great effort from you all in the 

50th Anniversary mountain marathon held over two days. I know how I would 

like to spend my 50th Anniversary and it certainly wouldn’t be doing this.       

Pist ’n’ Broke, in his spare time, likes to do a bit of wheeling and dealing and was 

overheard doing his best in the pub to sell a drone. All was going well until Glani 

put off the buyer by explaining that the drone was Scuppersucker. Chopper, 

who wrote such an informative Hash Mag last time, does have a good excuse 

for not having much time to develop his literary skills as he is now practising 

his baking because he has entered the Great British Bake Off 2018 and is 

spending much of his spare time baking cakes. Embarrister and Ginger Rogers 

were caught sloping off early for a quick slice, lemon drizzle in fact. As I am 

reporting on extra-curricular activities, members of the Hash need to know 

that the biking world also have their own version of Harvey Weinstein. Slush 

has acted quite inappropriately by grooming Dildo Baggins, who spent the 

weekend acting as his pit man. Duties for DB allegedly included making lots of 

drinks and warming Slushy’s tyres, wrapping himself around them and plugging 

himself into the mains as apparently, they need to be warm and sticky. The 

advice to Dildo Baggins is to wait 14 years and then complain to a well-known 

tabloid.  

That’s all for now folks, 

Underlay  


